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Abstract String theory has transformed our understanding of geometry, topology
and space-time. Thus, for this special issue of Foundations of Physics commemorat-
ing “Forty Years of String Theory”, it seems appropriate to step back and ask what
we do not understand. As I will discuss, time remains the least understood concept
in physical theory. While we have made significant progress in understanding space,
our understanding of time has not progressed much beyond the level of a century ago
when Einstein introduced the idea of space-time as a combined entity. Thus, I will
raise a series of open questions about time, and will review some of the progress that
has been made as a roadmap for the future.
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1 What is Time?

Time is the most mysterious entity in physics. Space, the better understood cousin
of time, is readily conceptualized as a sort of stage. One measures distances on this
stage, and can move back and forth between locations. But time is different. We
say that “time passes”, or admonish children that there is no point “crying over spilt
milk”, or threaten enemies by saying “you’ll be history”, all because we seem not
to be able to go back to earlier times. Of course, more than a century ago Einstein
showed that space and time together form a geometrical entity, space-time, and also
that the reference frames of inertial observers in space-time are related by hyperbolic
rotations that mix space and time. General relativity goes further and allows com-
plicated warpings that mix time and space in different ways locally. Still, because
information can only propagate at speeds less than c = 3 × 108 m/s, the speed of
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light, there is no way of influencing the past or revisiting one’s childhood unless the
geometry of the universe contains a closed temporal loop (a Closed Timelike Curve,
or CTC). But there are also results that strongly suggest that such universes cannot
exist, or more precisely, that any attempt to create one will result in a space-time sin-
gularity that drastically alters the geometry [1, 2]. This leads to a first question: Why
is there an arrow of time?1

Geometrically, time is different from space because the geometry of space-time
is locally Minkowski (Lorentzian metric signature (1,3)), not Euclidean (metric sig-
nature (0,4)). If we take lengths in space to square to positive numbers, lengths in
time square to negative numbers (i.e., locally ds2 = −dt2 +d �x2). From a geometrical
point of view we could equally well imagine a signature (2,2), with two times, which
is more symmetric between space and time. In the maximally supersymmetric four
dimensional Yang-Mills theory, (2,2) signature makes a mysterious appearance in
greatly simplifying amplitude calculations via a twistor transform [6]. In the context
of string theory with its many extra dimensions one can ask why we seem to have
extra spatial dimensions, not temporal dimensions. Of course, formulating a notion
of dynamics with multiple times is confusing [7] since we are used to constructing
models by specifying data on a spatial surface and evolving this data with time. How-
ever, geometrically there seems to be no obstacle to having multiple times. What is
more, there are arguments that certain duality transformation may relate conventional
string theories to theories with more than one time [8–10]. Thus we have a second
question: Why is there only one time?

The difference between time and space is somehow implicated in the difference
between quantum mechanics with its characteristic features of quantum interference
and entanglement, and classical statistical physics which lacks these features. To see
this, recall first that the vacuum to vacuum transition amplitude of quantum mechan-
ics is written in path integral language as

Zq =
∫

Dφe− i
�

∫
dt d �x L(φ) (1.1)

where L is the Lagrangian function and the integral sums over all trajectories of
field configurations. The Euclidean continuation t → −it , which also gives ds2 →
dt2 + d �x2 and L → LE , turns this expression into

Zs =
∫

Dφe− 1
�

∫
dt d �x LE(φ). (1.2)

This is the statistical partition sum of a Euclidean field theory with a temperature
T ∼ �. In fact, quantum field theories are usually defined via such an analytic con-
tinuation because the path integral in (1.1) is generally ill-defined. We can also see
the connection between time and quantum mechanics by recalling that for a massive

1An important approach to the arrow of time involves the second law of thermodynamics. The idea is
that the arrow of time is cosmologically defined by the macroscopic increase of entropy (e.g., see the
discussions in [3–5]). This raises the associated question of why the universe starts in a low entropy state.
Since time exists even in empty Minkowski space, this approach also suggests that the notion of time is
inherently connected to the coarse graining of an underlying quantum gravitational configuration space.
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point particle the amplitude for propagation between space-time points A and B is
given by the sum over paths

A =
∫ B

A

D P e− m
�

∫
ds (1.3)

where ds = √−dt2 + d �x2 is the line element along the paths P . Thus, timelike
paths have oscillatory amplitudes and interfere, while spacelike paths are real, and
are exponentially suppressed in length. Formally, if the metric was Euclidean (ds =√

dt2 + d �x2) there would be no interference, and (1.3) would describe a statistical
partition sum over paths. The first-quantized path integral of string theory is formu-
lated in a similar manner; so the same connection between time and quantumness is
present there too. This leads to a third question: Is there a connection between the
existence of a time, and the quantumness of the universe?

Related to these ideas is the odd fact that physical quantities seem to be described
by analytic functions of space and time. We are most familiar with this in the energy-
momentum plane, which we can regard as the Fourier transform of space-time. For
example, it is well known that the structure of scattering amplitudes of physical parti-
cles is controlled by the poles and cuts in the complexified energy-momentum plane.
The structure of amplitudes in complexified space-time seems to similarly contain
important physical information. For example, the amplitudes of maximally supersym-
metric four-dimensional Yang-Mills theory appear to be controlled by singularities in
the (2,2) signature sheet of complexified space-time [6, 11]. In another example in
the context of the AdS/CFT correspondence, the field theory dual to space-time en-
codes the physics of events behind a black hole horizon in the structure of amplitudes
in complexified time [12–15]. Furthermore, in a general time-dependent space-time
the Euclidean continuation that is usually used to define the path integral (e.g. (1.2))
may not exist. That is, because the metric is time dependent, there may not be an
analytic continuation to a real, Euclidean geometry—in general, we must think about
the complexified space-time and analytic functions on it.2 This leads to a fourth ques-
tion: Could the real, Lorentzian structure of conventional space-time be simply a con-
venient way of summarizing analytic information about an underlying complexified
geometry?

Now, a particularly striking prediction of General Relativity is that space-time sin-
gularities exist. These can be timelike (i.e. localized in space), lightlike (i.e. localized
on a null curve), or spacelike (i.e. localized in time). One of the goals of a quan-
tum theory of gravity such as string theory is to resolve such singularities. Indeed,
many singularities that would naively appear in a classical gravitational treatment are
understood in string theory to be resolved by one of several mechanisms—the pres-
ence of D-branes (space-time solitons acting as sources) [21], topological transitions
[22, 23], the appearance of new light degrees of freedom [24] and so on. Beautiful
though these results are, all of them involve timelike or null singularities. We have no
examples at all of the successful resolution of singularities localized in time such as

2Likewise, the Lorentzian “fuzzball” geometries (see [16–20], and references therein) which have been
considered as candidate geometric black hole microstates do not generally have a Euclidean continuation.
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those that occur at the Big Bang or in the interior of black holes forming from stellar
collapse. Thus we have a fifth question: How can singularities localized in time be
resolved in string theory or some other quantum theory of gravity?

Universes that have a time also have causal structures, i.e. relationships between
space-time points that encode the possibility of cause and effect between events lo-
calized to those points (assuming that signals cannot propagate faster than light).
General Relativity admits many solutions that contain horizons that separate local
observers, thus restricting their causal interactions. Notable amongst these space-
times containing horizons are black holes and accelerating geometries such as de Sit-
ter space. Semiclassical analyses of quantum mechanics in such space-times suggest
that inertial observers perceive the horizon as having an entropy proportional to area
(S = A/4GN�), and a temperature proportional to the surface gravity at the horizon
[25–27]. These phenomena have been subject to intense scrutiny within string theory
over the last 15 years. Indeed, for large classes of black holes in string theory, it has
been possible to show that the entropy of the horizon is equal to the statistical degen-
eracy of underlying quantum gravitational states [28]. However, in asymptotically flat
space this program has only been carried to completion for supersymmetric extremal
and near-extremal black holes, while in asymptotically AdS space-times there is only
a precise account for three dimensional black holes where an infinite dimensional
asymptotic symmetry algebra essentially determines the entropy formula completely
given the mass and the angular momentum. There is no statistical explanation to date
for the entropy of either black holes formed from stellar collapse, or the entropy of
cosmological horizons in accelerating universes. Neither is there any explanation of
why entropy becomes associated to a geometrical construct—the area of a horizon.
Thus we come to a sixth question: Why is the area of a horizon, a causal construct,
related to entropy, a thermodynamic concept, and can this entropy be given a statis-
tical explanation for general horizons?

Associated to the presence of a causal horizon is the “information loss paradox”
for black holes, where Hawking radiation apparently leads to non-unitary semiclas-
sical evolution of quantum states [29]. The apparent loss of unitarity can be traced
ultimately to the causal disconnection of the region behind the horizon, as a result
of which events occurring in the interior cannot propagate causally to the exterior.
There have been several attempts within string theory to argue that black hole evo-
lution must be unitary from the perspective of the asymptotic observer (i.e., there
is no information paradox, see the review [30]). Some of these approaches suggest
that the causal disconnection of the black hole interior is a semiclassical artifact of
coarse graining over a large space of microstates [31–37]; others suggest that the in-
terior and the exterior of the horizon are “complementary” descriptions of the same
physics [38]. Several approaches use the duality between gravity in asymptotically
Anti-de Sitter space-times and a manifestly unitary local quantum field theory on the
space-time boundary [39] to argue that there is simply no room in the full quantum
theory for information loss in black holes. All of these accounts attempt to resolve
the information paradox in terms of recovery of information at asymptotic infinity.
However, none of them gives a precise, quantitative account of how unitarity is con-
sistent with the local experiments that a causally disconnected infalling observer can
apparently make behind the black hole horizon in the semiclassical theory. This gives
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a seventh question: How precisely is physics beyond a black hole horizon encoded in
a unitary description of space-time?

Much of the progress in resolving the black hole information paradox within string
theory has occurred in the context of the AdS/CFT correspondence. According to this
correspondence, string theory in a (d + 1)-dimensional, asymptotically Anti-de Sit-
ter (AdS) space-time is exactly equivalent to a d-dimensional quantum field theory
defined on the timelike boundary of such a universe [39–41]. Thus, the radial di-
mension of AdS space-time (as well as any additional compact dimensions of the
bulk string theory) must be regarded as somehow “emergent” from the dynamics
of the d-dimensional field theory. There is an extensive literature investigating how
this happens—in essence, energy scales in the field theory are translated into radial
positions in space-time, so that the renormalization group flow of the field theory
becomes geometrized in terms of the radial equations of motion [42–45]. Additional
compact directions are represented in the field theory in terms of an infinite tower
of composite operators representing the Kaluza-Klein spectrum arising from dimen-
sional reduction of the bulk theory down to the AdS space-time [40, 41]. There are
other examples in which extra dimensions of space emerge from a strongly coupled
field theory—e.g., the (M)atrix model of M-theory [46]. In all these examples the
field theory contains a time, and the emergent gravitational theory inherits its time
directly from the field theory. This leads to an eighth question: Can time be emergent
from the dynamics of a timeless theory?

The thermodynamic aspects of gravity, and the dualities between gauge theories
and gravitational theories, have given rise to a broad idea that space-time and its
metric should generally be thought of as a coarse-grained description of some un-
derlying degrees of freedom which may, or may not, be organized with the proximity
and continuity relations associated to smooth space-time [36, 37, 42, 47–50]. In these
pictures, which are at a preliminary stage of development, the primordial degrees of
freedom (the “atoms of space-time”, if you will) may be disorganized, in which case
there is no smooth space-time description, or they may cohere to have relations of
conditional dependence and entanglement that characterize causal interactions be-
tween spatially separated variables. In the broader quantum gravity community, the
notion of causal sets [51] and related approaches [52, 53] view smooth space-time as
an emergent description of relations of conditional dependence of underlying funda-
mental variables. This leads to a final question: Are time and space concepts that only
become effective in “phases” where the primordial degrees of freedom self-organize
with appropriate relations of conditional dependence and entanglement?

Below I will describe approaches to some of these questions within string theory.

2 Towards Emergent Descriptions of Time

The correspondence between quantum gravity in asymptotically Anti-de Sitter (AdS)
space-times and conventional conformal field theories (CFTs) is the most concrete
setting in which some dimensions of space are “emergent” from the dynamics of a
theory that does not contain these dimensions. In order to ask whether time can be
similarly emergent, it is helpful to first remind ourselves of the prototypical example
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of this correspondence—the equivalence between Type IIB string theory compacti-
fied on S5 to AdS5 and the maximally supersymmetric, conformal (32 supercharges)
SU(N) Yang-Mills theory defined on the boundary of the AdS5 space [39–41]. Glob-
ally, AdS5 is a solid cylinder with a metric

ds2 = −(1 + r2/l2) dt2 + (1 + r2/l2)−1 dr2 + r2 d�2
3 (2.1)

and the sphere S5 also has a curvature scale l. The boundary of AdS5 (r → ∞) is thus
conformal to S3 × R with the real line R being time. Now consider the maximally
supersymmetric SU(N) Yang-Mills theory defined on this boundary geometry. The
AdS/CFT correspondence asserts an exact equivalence between string theory (cou-
pling gs and string length ls ) and this Yang-Mills theory with coupling g2

YM = gs and
N = 1

gs
(l/ ls)

4. Thus, the semiclassical limit of space-time, when l � ls corresponds
to the large N limit of the SU(N) field theory.

What is the precise dictionary for the correspondence? First, the symmetries
match: AdS5 × S5 has an isometry group SO(4,2) × SO(6) which matches the
superconformal group and R-symmetry of the Yang-Mills theory. String theory in
AdS5 × S5 has an infinite spectrum of massive fields, some coming from the mas-
sive modes of the string, and some from the Kaluza-Klein spectrum of gravity on S5.
A dictionary maps each of these fields onto a specific composite operator of the Yang-
Mills theory [40, 41]. In order to complete the definition of the duality we must spec-
ify how observables relate to each other. This is easiest to state in the field theory
limit for the bulk theory. Consider, for example, a space-time field φ that is dual to
an operator O . Then

∫
φ→φ0

DφeiS(φ) ≡ eW [φ0] ≡
∫

D�YMeiSYM+i
∫
∂AdS φ0O (2.2)

where the leftmost equation is the AdS path integral over fields φ that approach φ0 at
the boundary and W is the generating function of correlation functions of the opera-
tor O [40, 41]. Thus the correlation functions of the Yang-Mills theory are related to
boundary correlation functions of AdS gravity by

〈O(x1) . . .O(xn)〉 = (−i)n

n!
δnW [φ0]

δφ0(x1) · · ·φ0(xn)
|φ0=0. (2.3)

In Lorentzian signature, states of the field theory (e.g. O|0〉) are related to nor-
malizable fluctuations of the dual field φ which decay near the AdS boundary,
while deformations of the field theory by the addition of sources (e.g. SYM →
SYM + ∫

φ0(x)O(x)) are related to non-normalizable changes of boundary condi-
tion for bulk fields [54].

How does the radial direction of AdS space “emerge” from the dynamics of
a quantum field theory on the boundary of space? There is a beautiful relation-
ship between energy scales in the field theory and radial positions in space-time
[42–45, 55, 56] wherein, the infrared of the field theory corresponds to the interior
of the space-time, while the ultraviolet corresponds to regions near the boundary.
This can be formalized in the definition of a holographic renormalization group re-
lating the RG flow of the field theory to the radial equations of motion of space-time
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[42–45]. In Wilsonian language, integrating out degrees of freedom in the Yang-Mills
theory at energy scales above � corresponds in space-time to integrating out the skin
of AdS space at radii r � �l2 [42]. The M(atrix) model of M-theory provided a simi-
lar (though harder to manipulate) “emergent” understanding of the ten spatial dimen-
sions of M-theory [46, 57, 58]. Given these examples, we return to our question—can
we find a setting where time is emergent from a timeless setting?

To attack this problem one would like to imitate the reasoning that led to the
gauge/gravity dualities in a situation where the dual field theory is placed on a Eu-
clidean (and thus timeless) surface at a conformal boundary of space-time. Thus we
first need a universe which has a non-singular conformal boundary which is Eu-
clidean. The classic example of such a universe is de Sitter (dS) space, which globally
has the metric

ds2 = −dt2 + l2 cosh2(t/ l) d�2
d . (2.4)

Following the example of the gauge/gravity correspondence in AdS space, to have a
candidate duality we need to: (a) match symmetries of the dual theories and (b) give
a dictionary for calculating correlation functions, (c) match the spectrum of physical
states and operators. To achieve (a) and (b) it suffices to think about the symmetries of
the space-time geometry and to come up with a possible relation between boundary
correlators of the space-time and local correlators of the dual field theory. For de
Sitter space this is made possible by the fact that both de Sitter space (with a positive
cosmological constant � > 0) and Euclidean Anti-de Sitter space (with a negative
cosmological constant � < 0) are hyperboloids

−x2
0 + x2

1 + · · · + x2
D = l2; |�| = (D − 1)(D − 2)

2l2
(2.5)

embedded in a flat space with signature (1,D) (see, e.g. [60, 61]. Thus the asymptotic
symmetric groups of D-dimensional dS space and of Euclidean AdS space are both
equal to the Euclidean conformal group in D dimensions, SO(D,1).3 This led to the
suggestion that quantum gravity in de Sitter space is dual to a local quantum field
theory on the D − 1 dimensional sphere that appears at the conformal boundary at
t → ±∞ in (2.4) [59]. Imitating the structure of the AdS/CFT correspondence also
leads to a proposed formula relating correlators of such a Euclidean conformal field
theory (CFT) and scattering amplitudes in de Sitter space [59–61].

By assuming a dS/CFT correspondence, a number of interesting new features of de
Sitter space were discovered, including a way of assigning mass to asymptotically dS
universes, and a way of accounting for the entropy of the cosmological horizon seen
by inertial observers in such space-times [59–62]. Most interestingly, in the conjec-
tural dS/CFT correspondence time evolution was related to the renormalization group
flow of the Euclidean field theory, just like the radial flow of the better-understood
AdS/CFT correspondence.

3Note however that the quantum physics of de Sitter space cannot be obtained by naive analytic continu-
ation from Euclidean AdS space—e.g. the two point functions in the vacuum states of the two theories do
not continue to each other.
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While intriguing, the main difficulty with these developments is that there is no
concrete realization in terms of a specific string compactification and thus it is diffi-
cult to test the proposed correspondence with precision. What would it take to derive
or at least argue for a correspondence between a Euclidean field theory and quantum
gravity in a time dependent universe from the microscopics of string theory? The
original AdS/CFT correspondence was derived (or at least very well motivated) by
considering two different descriptions of the D-brane solitons of string theory [63].
As an example, recall that the 3-brane at very weak string coupling (gs → 0) is essen-
tially a 3+1 dimensional sheetlike defect in space-time and is quantized by consider-
ing open strings propagating with endpoints attached to the surface of the defect. The
massless modes of the open strings describe the collective coordinates of the solitons,
and, when N 3-branes coincide the massless modes realize a maximally supersym-
metric SU(N) gauge theory in 3 + 1 dimensions (negelecting here the center of mass
degrees of freedom of the collection of branes). On the other hand, when gs is not
infinitesimal the N D-branes are described in terms of closed strings propagating in
a background with a metric

ds2 = (1 + Q/r4)r−1/2(−dt2 + dx2
1 + · · ·dx2

3) + (1 + Q/r4)r1/2(dr2 + r2 d�2
5)

(2.6)
where Q ∝ gsNl4

s is the charge of the D-branes. The open string and closed string
descriptions are equivalent by the open-closed dualities of string theory. The key
insight that led to the AdS/CFT correspondence was that there is a decoupling limit in
which the low-energy theory of the open strings (the SU(N) Yang-Mills propagating
on the brane) is by itself equivalent to the theory of closed strings propagating in
the “throat” or near-horizon region of the 3-brane space-time [39]. This near-horizon
region is isolated essentially by dropping the 1 in the overall factors in (2.6) and leads
to an AdS5 × S5 geometry:

ds2 = l2

r2
(−dt2 + d �x2) + r2

l2
dr2 + l2 d�2

5 (2.7)

where l2 = √
Q ∼ (gsN)ls is the curvature scale of the geometry, and the first two

terms give AdS5 space (in different coordinates than (2.1)). Thus a four dimensional
field theory is argued to be equivalent to quantum gravity in the background (2.7)
with the radial direction and the 5-sphere emerging out of the field theory dynamics
as described earlier.

Can some similar argument relate a Euclidean field theory to a time-dependent,
perhaps de Sitter-like, geometry? To achieve this we first need some kind of Eu-
clidean D-brane—i.e. a “defect” that is localized in time and that is quantized by
open strings attached to such a spacelike surface. Natural candidates for such “SD-
branes” were proposed in [64] and [66] where the dynamical condensation of the
tachyon on a unstable D-brane was considered. As such D-branes decay, they disap-
pear entirely, leaving behind a background of closed string radiation propagating in
a time dependent geometry. In fact, one of the key motivations in [64] for studying
such objects was the hope that, in analogy, with the derivation of the AdS/CFT corre-
spondence with an emergent spatial direction, SD-branes would lead to an emergent
time direction. This program has not yet been taken to completion as there have been
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many challenges—e.g. the space-time geometry for N coincident decaying branes
has not been brought under sufficient control (although see [65]) as to permit a re-
cap of the AdS/CFT logic relating a “near-brane” geometry to the dynamics of open
strings localized on the brane. However, there are some intriguing hints.

For example, the authors of [67] and [70] considered a class of unstable branes
where the soliton is understood to be present at the “beginning of time” and then de-
cays away, so that the open strings that quantize the branes are essentially localized to
the initial instant of the time. These papers showed that perturbative open string cal-
culations of the scattering amplitudes from a single decaying brane can be reduced to
a sum of correlators computed in a grand canonical ensemble of unitary random ma-
trix models with time setting the fugacity. Interestingly, the later the time, the larger
the fugacity—thus, as the brane decays away leaving only closed strings behind, the
system is dominated by the dynamics of matrices of larger and larger rank. This is
intriguing because in the AdS/CFT correspondence extra dimensions of space-time
emerge precisely from the dynamics of large unitary matrices. Indeed, going back to
the original arguments of ’t Hooft concerning large N gauge theory, it has been ap-
preciated that large unitary matrices have a relation to the dynamics of closed strings,
which have since been understood to be associated to an emergent space-time. This
suggests that in the theory of decaying branes, time and the geometry at late times
might be “emerging” from the dynamics of the large matrices appearing in the open
string description. Subsequent work [71] showed that this analogy can be pushed
further—the free energy of the ensemble of matrices decreases towards later times,
defining a thermodynamic arrow of time, and the time evolution equations of space-
time get mapped to differential equations relating expectation values of observables
at different points of thermal equilibrium.

Where are the large unitary matrices coming from? In another intriguing connec-
tion, it was shown that unstable branes can be equivalently understood in terms of
arrays of branes localized in complexified time [68, 69].4 Perhaps it is possible to use
this insight to implement an AdS/CFT like decoupling limit that relates the theory
of the lightest modes on these D-branes to the early-time (and hence near-brane) ge-
ometry of the unstable D-brane [72]. Success with this program would give the first
concrete example of a model where time emerges from the dynamics of a timeless
theory.

3 Towards Timeless States of the Universe

It is interesting to ask whether it is possible to construct and understand “phases” of
quantum gravity where time ceases to exist. One interesting setting where this ques-
tion arises is in the “bubble of nothing” space-times. Consider a flat five dimensional
universe with one circular spatial dimension (R1,3 × S1) where supersymmetry is
broken. Following Witten [73], it can be shown that such a universe is unstable to

4As discussed in the introduction, this raises again the issue of whether we should regard conventional
real space-time as simply a convenient way of summarizing analytic information about an underlying
complexified structure.
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tunneling to “nothing”. More precisely, there is an instanton (constructed by dou-
ble Wick rotation of the five-dimensional Schwarzschild solution) which mediates
tunneling from R1,3 × S1 to a configuration where a hole (the “bubble of nothing”)
appears in the classical space-time. This configuration is smooth—the S1 shrinks in
size as the hole is approached in such a way that the entire five dimensional geome-
try is non-singular. The hole then expands to eventually consume all of space-time.
Evidently conventional space-time does not exist inside the bubble of nothing. But is
it really “nothing” or is it some incoherent phase which lacks a space-time interpre-
tation?

A way of attacking this question is to find a bubble of nothing instability Anti-de
Sitter space which then has an interpretation in a dual quantum field theory. By under-
standing the corresponding field theoretic instability we might get an insight into the
nothing state. Such an embedding was carried out in [74, 75] which considered insta-
bilities of a “topological black hole” constructed by identifying global AdS5 space
under a boost [76]. This geometry has a horizon at r = r+, outside which the metric
can be written as

ds2 = l2

r2 − r2+
dr2 + (r2 − r2+)

[
−dt2 + l2

r2+
cosh2

(
r+t

l

)
d�2

]
+ r2 dχ2 (3.1)

where l is the AdS curvature scale, d�2
2 is the line element on the 2-sphere and χ is a

circle with χ ∼ χ + 2π . Note that the radial sections, and thus the conformal bound-
ary at r → ∞, of this geometry are de Sitter space times a circle. Thus, the topo-
logical black hole should be dual to SU(N) Yang-Mills theory on three-dimensional
de Sitter space times circle of fixed size. The authors of [74, 75] proceeded to show
that when r+ < l/2

√
2, the topological black hole (3.1) is unstable and tunnels via

an instanton to a bubble of nothing in AdS space. Like Witten’s bubble of nothing
in flat space [73], this hole in AdS space expands outward and eventually consumes
the classical geometry. However, from the perspective of the dual field theory we
are simply dealing with a conventional quantum field theory in a curved space-time
(de Sitter times a circle). So what is “nothing” from this dual point of view? It was
argued in [74, 75, 77] that the true vacuum of the Yang-Mills theory in this back-
ground corresponds to a condensate of a winding mode on the circle. Thus the decay
to non-geometrical “nothing” in space-time simply corresponded to phase transition
to a phase of the dual field theory where the winding mode condenses, disrupting the
order that allows the bulk AdS geometry to emerge as a description of the field theory.
A related picture emerged in [78], whose authors suggested that a condensate arising
from the dynamics of string-theoretic unstable modes results in a non-geometric final
state replacing the singularity of certain black holes.

The idea that smooth space-time can sometimes be seen as an ordered phase of
underlying degrees of freedom raises the question whether singularities where time
begins or ends (e.g. inside a Schwarzschild black hole or at the Big Bang) can be un-
derstood as demarcating a boundary between ordered and disordered phases in some
way. This is especially interesting in the context of the question “What came ‘before’
the Big Bang?”, and cosmological scenarios like ekpyrosis [79] where the universe
bounces through a singularity. The methods of perturbative string theory are unlikely
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to be helpful because perturbation theory breaks down near a space-time singular-
ity. Thus, once again, much of the thinking about such singularities has occurred in
the context of gauge/gravity dualities, either in the AdS/CFT correspondence or the
M(atrix) model of M-theory.

In the AdS/CFT correspondence it is easy to construct Schwarzschild black holes,
which are dual to a field theory at finite temperature. Within this field theory one
can ask how physics behind the horizon and near the singularity is represented. This
question is most conveniently asked in terms of the 2-point correlation function of
operators O with a large conformal dimension 
. In the AdS gravity, this correlator
can be expressed, in the semiclassical limit, in terms of the lengths L(�x, t) of bulk
geodesics that connect the two points on the space-time boundary where the oper-
ators are placed: 〈O(�x, t)O(0,0)〉 ∼ exp[−
L(�x, t) [80]. Using this technique the
authors of [12–15] found evidence that singularities of the classical geometry were
encoded in the analytic structure of the pair correlation function of the dual large
N field theory in the complexified coordinate plane, again suggesting a key role for
an underlying complexified geometry. Unfortunately, it has not been possible in this
approach to understand how the Schwarzschild singularity is resolved in the underly-
ing quantum theory since the semiclassical calculations assume the existence of the
standard Schwarzschild geometry. Understanding the resolution of such singularities
remains a key question in string theory.

4 Conclusion

As is evident from the discussion above, we have many more questions about time
than answers. One of the challenges is that many of the deepest questions require a
non-perturbative formulation of string theory and we only really have that in the con-
text of the AdS/CFT correspondence. This is why the concrete approaches described
above mostly used this tool. I have selectively reviewed some of the pertinent devel-
opments, focussing on the approaches that I feel to be most provocative. But there
are many other leads to follow. To name one, there has been extensive development
of space-time orbifolds in string theory as toy models of time-dependent space-times
where questions of singularity resolution can be studied [81, 82]. Likewise, there has
been extensive study of a class of null (lightlike) singularities in string theory which
admit a dual description in terms of the M(atrix) model of M-theory [83, 84]. Within
the broader quantum gravity community outside string theory there has also been
considerable thinking about time—e.g., models where space time is emergent are
discussed in [51–53]. Traditionally, in the study of quantum gravity the “problem of
time” [85–87] arises because the Schrödinger equation (Ĥ |ψ〉 = i∂t |ψ〉), when pro-
moted to the diffeomorphism invariant context of gravity, becomes the Wheeler-de
Witt equation, Ĥ |ψ〉 = 0, which simply provides a constraint on the possible states
of the universe and says nothing about time evolution. This is sometimes interpreted
as saying that saying that in a quantum diffeomorphism-invariant universe time is
meaningless (for discussions of this idea and references see [85–87].)

One can hope that the next forty years of string theory will see progress on the
nine questions listed in the introduction.
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